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Listening scripts  
Unit ten 

Lubna : Is that new? 

Malak : Yes, my father gave it to me last week. I use it all the time for calls and texting. 

Lubna : Can it send emails? 

Malak : Yes, it can but I prefer to send texts. I have to pay more for emails. 

Unit  eleven 

Taxi driver  : This is what I wanted to show you. 

Peter  : It’s beautiful! It looks very modern. 

Taxi driver  : Yes, it’s the newest of the bridges over the river. 

Peter  : There are some ancient ones but the traffic over them is very bad. 

Unit twelve 

Jade  : Excuse me, is there a shop or market near here? 

Lamis   : Yes, there’s a market straight ahead on this road. But what do you want to buy? 

Jade  : I want a gift to take home to my family. 

Lamis  : Oh! There’s a very good gift shop near the mosque.  

Jade  : That's nice . Could you go with me? 

Lamis   : Yes, but I should ask my father. 

Unit thirteen 

Mariam   :  Do you want to go to a restaurant for a meal with me and my parents? 

Marwa : Great! Which restaurant?  

Mariam   : A new one. It’s called The Great Wall. The cook is Chinese. 

Marwa : Oh, I’ve never eaten Chinese food before. Have you? 

Mariam   : Yes, it’s delicious! They cook the meat and vegetables very quickly. They 

use a 

  lot of onions and garlic. It’s very tasty! 
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Unit fifteen  

Could you come with me to the market Faten ? : Nabila 

Of course, but why are you going to the market? : Faten    

I promised my sister to buy her a traditional gift? : Nabila  

What about some olive oil soap from Nablus? : Faten    

My sister loves embroidery so I will buy her a beautiful dress. : Nabila 

Wow. That's so interesting.  : Faten 

Unit sixteen  

Samy makes a video call to speak to his father who works in the United States 

Samy : Hello dad. How are you?  We all miss you so much. 

Dad : Hello samy , I miss you all  too.  

Samy : How is the weather? 

Dad : The weather is bad as there is a terrible storm outside, but I am well inside the 

house. 

Samy : When will you come back daddy? 

Dad : Next June. 

Unit 17 

What are you doing this weekend? : Anees 

Let's go for a picnic. : Imad 

That's great idea because the weather is sunny. : Anees 

OK. What will we take for the  picnic: : Anees 

I will bring sandwiches and orange juice. : Imad 

And I will bring some fruit and some biscuits. : Anees 

Don’t forget the camera.   : Anees 

I will not. : Imad 
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